
Qooling enables organizations to improve their quality,
safety and security through data. Leverage all the tools on
one platform to improve quality and safety culture.
 
Structure the management system
Insight through analyses
All tools on one platform
Collaborate with collegues and external experts 

Qooling covers everything to maintain a world-class
quality, safety and security culture and continuously
improve.

Unite your workforce

Improve through data

One platform for all

Enable your workforce to work together and improve
the organizational Quality and Safety



Your personal desktop is created
dynamically based on what is important
for you. This way you only see
information that requires your immediate
action. This technology makes sure that
everybody can work as efficiently as
possible.
 
Dynamic content based on access rights
See what is important to you
Notifications and automation
Never miss out on something important

Ready to improve?
 

Continuous improvement can only be
accomplished with the efforts of
everybody. Engage employees easily
with easy-to-use tools. 

Instantly see what's
important 

Involve your staff 

Free Online Demo 

https://www.qooling.com/demo/
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What could we do for your
organization?
With Qooling, you will bring your organization to the next level.

Data-Driven Decision Making
Improve the organization based on actual data. The lower barrier to
engage with the management system will increase the amount of
data gathered. 

Transparency
Employees can see what the company is doing, how it is doing and
how it improves. This creates higher engagement and allows
people to help the company move forward.

 
With Qooling, you can simply involve the entire organization to help your QHSE move forward..

How do we help the QHSE
department?

In Control
Compliance processes are
covered in the platform and
triggers are set when the
expiration of important
actions are coming up. This
will allow for better
preparation for audits.

Structure
A good online QHSE platform
will bring structure to the
management system.
Providing a structured
platform will remove a lot of
frustration for the employees.

Communication
Every employee can find
everything they need to
know. When they can’t find
what they need, it prevents
them from doing their job and
introduces lots of
communication errors.

https://www.qooling.com/demo/


No longer miss out on any issues.
With Qooling, each member of
your team can easily create a
nonconformity report by taking a
picture with their phone. 

Involve your team
Improve where it matters
Easily manage and solve issues

Built-in flowcharts creator
Authorization management
Department level access
management
Automated document control

Stop the risk of having outdated
procedures or work-instructions.
The Qooling platform completely
takes care of version control for
you, making sure everyone always
has the right version. Qooling
procedures come with a number
of cool features.

Issue Management

Document Management



Audits are a great mechanism to
check if your company is
functioning as intended and
whether improvements can be
made. With Qooling, audits are
done more efficiently and
effectively.

Set access rights
Create an audit plan
Easy NCR management
Traceability

Easily manage all corrective and
preventive actions within the
organization. The easy-to-use filters
allow you to find the most important
actions the company is working on.
 
Manage due dates
Easily analyze actions
Custom filters

Audits

CAPA Management



Never miss out on a tool that
needs to be calibrated or
inspected. Easily plan due dates
and track maintenance of the
tools.

Notifications when inspection is
needed
Complete
inspection/maintenance history
Assign tools to users

Equipment Management

Flexible Forms
Create your own internal checklists and
forms with a simple drag and drop of the
fields you need. The automated version
control guarantees the use of only the
latest version by employees.

Set access rights
All forms are version controlled
Create your own, no consultant required



The employee management module
gives you a better overview of the
employees within the Qooling
platform. 

Clear overview of all the employees
including their role, job description,
attended training/toolboxes,
personal number
Search through employee records
Filter the overview on records
Creating crosstables of employees
and records

Employee Management

Surveys
Drag and drop survey creation
Graphical dashboards
Automated e-mail distributions
Conditional fields

Satisfied customers and employees are the
lifeline of every company. Create open
surveys to actually measure company
performance.



Online Training
Qooling is the easiest way to continuously train the
team. Create your own online training and distribute
it within the company.

Ideal for:
Digital Toolbox meetings
(Food) Safety training
Site safety instructions
New employee instructions

Transform data into actionable insights.
Making data-driven decisions by analyzing
data related to incidents or non-
compliance. Processing and interpreting
this data to identify patterns, understand
the frequency and severity of incidents,
and facilitate proactive measures to
address underlying issues

Data-Driven Descision
Data Aggregation Centralization
QHSE Performance Analysis
Safety Responsibility Dashboard



Inform the workforce

Qooling allows you to access all your data from
anywhere in the world. Download the app and

manage all your tasks straight from your mobile.

Ready to bring your organization to the next level? 

Connected
anywhere you go

Guide me through
 the platform 

The Qooling App enhances team communication by
enabling targeted group messaging, real-time
notifications for instant updates, and quick distribution
of important information through a user-friendly
interface.

Group Messaging  
Real-Time Notifications
Immediate Information Distribution 
User-Friendly Interface

https://apps.apple.com/nl/app/qooling/id1162161569
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.qooling&hl=en&gl=US&pli=1
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Our story

What we stand for

Transparency
As a transparent
organization, we keep all
our stakeholders
informed. We like to
show what happens at
Qooling and how the
platform improves. 

Innovation
We continuously
develop the platform.
The latest available
technologies are
embedded within the
platform to provide our
customers with the best
tools. 

At Qooling, we believe that Quality, Safety and Security is
everybody’s responsibility and therefore should be rooted in the
DNA of any organization. This approach allows a company to
truly leverage the power of Quality, Safety and Security
Management. We support the transformation of organizations
into a fully integrated Quality, Safety and Security culture. We
do this all to help companies to move towards operational
excellence.

This goal can only be achieved if all employees have an
active role in the management system, hence user-
friendliness is key. Qooling ensures that every employee can
easily contribute to the culture.

You can only move forward together.

Convenience
Ease-of-use is
paramount, from the
purchase of the product
to the implementation
and use of Qooling. We
are always here to help.
Convenience is not
limited to the platform.

Transparency, innovation, convenience and knowledge. These core values ensure a healthy
culture within Qooling, which we radiate outwards for our success.

Knowledge
We believe we have an
obligation to share our
knowledge and
experience. All our
knowledge and
experiences are
incorporated in our
platform. 



Ready to improve?
 

All-in-one platform (CAPA, NCR, audits, issues)
Guaranteed structure to your management system
Stay effortlessly compliant to industry standards
Collaborate with colleagues and external experts

Let one of our Qooling experts guide you through our
platform to see if it could be beneficial for your organization.

Free online demo (no strings attached)
Guided tour through the possibilities of the platform
No credit card required 

Bring your QHSE management to the next level by engaging the entire company.
Everybody should have a part in it, not just the QHSE department. Start using
the tools that are being used by leading companies within their industry.

 +31 6 27111616
Free Online Demo 

Discover if Qooling fits
your organization

Ready to improve the QHSE
within your organization? 

 Nick@qooling.com 
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“From the workers who
fill in the checklists up to
the directors, everyone is
happy with the platform.“

Jeroen Staneke
SHEQ Manager at
Bertschi

''The setup and
implementation was very
structured. The platform
feels a lot like Lego. You get
the building block and can
configure it the way you like
it. ''

Coen Weijers
Quality & Safety Manager
at TMA Logistics

Easily remain compliant to the standards that are important in your industry by
incorporating Qooling in your organization.

''Quality and Safety is super
important for GAC NL. Our
goal was for all employees
to play an active role in our
management system, and
with Qooling this certainly
succeeded! ''

Ferry Bruggeling
QHSE Manager at GAC

Why customers love us

Compliance to industry standards


